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1 June 22, 2023 

Code of Conduct 
Participant 

All gymnasts must: 

- demonstrate respect to coaches/volunteers of the session and respect their decisions;  

o Any queries to decisions made within sessions should be directed to the head coach and will 

involve the gymnast’s parent/guardian  

- Demonstrate respect to their teammates, training groups and opponents;  

- Keep agreed timings and inform coaches (see communication policy) of late entry or early exit for 

sessions;  

- Dress appropriately to sessions (See Compulsory Consent: Dress Code);  

- Remain with coaches (or session lead) at the end of the session until their parent/guardian collects 

them.  

Breach of participant code of conduct will result in:  

- First instance: A meeting with gymnasts primary coach in the presence of a parent/guardian and the 

gymnast in an unofficial capacity;  

- Second instance: A meeting with the head coach in the presence of a parent/guardian and the gymnast 

in an unofficial capacity; 

- Third instance: A meeting with the head coach and welfare officer, in the presence of a parent/guardian 

and the gymnast in an official capacity; 

- Any further instances may result in participants being asked to leave Power GT.  

Parents/Guardians 
Parents and guardians are agreeing that they will: 

- Not enter the training hall when session is taking place;  

- Maintain professional communication with Power GT volunteers and staff;  

- Notify the club, in writing, of any change in circumstance including:  

o Personal details  

o Travel arrangements of their child to and from the facility, competitions or training camps 

- Ensure gymnasts are collected promptly from sessions;  

- Ensure payment deadlines are met for:  

o Monthly fee’s  

o Competition entry fee’s  

- Not demonstrate incidents of slander towards the club, coaches, participants, or any other clubs;  

- Show support of Power GT at competitions in line with the competition code of conduct.  


